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In the last few decades, contemporary society has actively developed its
approach to tackling the problems of the preservation of cultural, including
non-material, heritage at the level of the world generally and Russian sociopolitical and socio-cultural practices specifically. In this context, special
attention is paid to the problems of preservation of ethnocultural diversity,
represented at national and regional levels by various traditions, including
the field of professional art and arts-and-crafts. Thus the development of
the global information space of the contemporary world actualises the
ethnic values which are manifest in domestic art as a whole and in the high
art of the regional centres - in particular, in modern art practices connected
with the manifestation of the creative master’s individuality. The study of
the originality of local schools of art is of great importance in this regard.
An inquiry into the possibilities of ethnomethodology in modern art
studies is also relevant because of a lack of general studies in this field. The
assessment of ethnic art as an aspect of art heritage highlights the novelty,
originality and practical importance of this approach.
The term “ethnomethodology” is formed of three independent
elements: “ethnos” (people, nation, class, caste, tribe), “method” (pursuit of
knowledge) and “logy” (study). “Ethnos” is a category of ethnography
describing the signs of ethnic communities at all stages of the history of
mankind. It is accepted defining a group of people who hold a number of
these signs - such as language, ethnic territory, peculiarities of life and
culture, origins and ethnic consciousness - in common.1 The term
“methodology” denotes a system of general, fundamental ideas, principles
and prescriptions from which the researcher can proceed or by which the
researcher is guided in his or her cognitive activity.2 In this sense, the notion
ethnomethodology denotes a direction in which the methodological tools of
ethnographic research are put to use in the general methodology of social
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sciences and the humanities in order to study the phenomenon of ethnicity.3
The inclusion of ethnomethodology in the study of ethnic art is important
for understanding the peculiarities of historical compositions of the various
schools of art, as well as the modern tendencies of artistic processes. Based
on the analysis of primary sources and academic literature, the author aims
to show the possibilities of ethnomethodology in modern art studies.
The question arises as to whether ethnomethodology is a special
academic discipline. In modern interdisciplinary studies it is noted that the
following factors are necessary for the formation of a new academic
discipline: 1. the social need for knowledge in a new academic direction; 2.
scientific methods, accumulated knowledge; 3. an appropriate level of
disciplinary organisation within the field; 4. the training of specialists
according to a given profile.4
Regarding whether there is a social need for knowledge in a new
academic direction, the answer is surely yes. The actualisation of
ethnocultural traditions in modern art is connected with the action of
factors such as globalisation, localisation and decentralisation.
Transformation of the cultural context within which national identity is
formed has led to the phenomenon of distinctive expressions of ethnicity in
art: firstly, the unintended manifestation, arising from a mental grounding in
ethnocultural traditions; secondly, the conscious, recognised assertion of
ethnic origins realised in the programmatic character of the work.
The disciplinary organisation of ethnomethodology as an academic
direction is only in its early planning stages. The first studies in this field
date from the second half of the 19th-early 20th century. The central problem
of ethnomethodology - whether the study of everyday life can provide
knowledge of the world at large - leads to the wider question of whether
there are general laws of cognition which cut across ethnocultural diversity?
The study of this problem within ethnography, social and cultural
anthropology has led to the formation of ethnomethodology as an
integrative field of knowledge, absorbing the methods of all these
disciplinary fields. Researchers’ accumulated experience in the study of the
culture and life of ethnic groups through complex methodological
approaches - including field observation (stationary and expeditionary),
comparative-historical, typological, quantitative analysis, and the spatial
definition of settlements of ethnic communities - have brought about the
formation of a specific ethnomethodological approach. The anthropological
constant of studies into ethnocultural processes in the works of J. J.
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Bachofen (1815-1857),5 L. H. Morgan (1818-1881),6 A. Bastian (18261905),7 J. Lubbock (1834-1913)8 is the concept of a person and culture as a
stable formation which holds ideas significant to that ethnic society
regarding various aspects of social life.
The researcher I. V. Davydova offers the opinion that ideas of an
ethnomethodological character occur in the writings of philosophers who
pursue a phenomenological direction of inquiry.9 The systematic description
of the phenomenological method, including such components essential to
ethnomethodology as contemplation, reflection, phenomenological
reduction and intentional analysis, belongs to the founder of
phenomenology, E. Husserl.10
The
general
denominator
of
phenomenological
and
ethnomethodological concepts is their ontological and gnoseological
character, that is, they give crucial importance to the problem of the
interrelation between existence and essence. Phenomenology pays attention
to a person’s experience, specifically first-hand experiences such as those
the ethnomethodologist pursues - and on the search for methods by which
to explain them. According to the theory of intentionality, which links the
consciousness with the object of cognition, the process of thinking occurs
only in the presence of the object of thought. Intentionality was recognised
in ancient philosophy in the works of Parmenides (5th century BC), who
characterised intentionality as relational, and showed that in the case of
non-existent objects an intentional attitude is impossible. The aim of the
intentional analysis of consciousness is to identify and study those aspects
of consciousness that are involved in the comprehension of reality. The
object of cognition is constructed in the process of cognition and
phenomena of the world exist not objectively but from the perspective of
cognition. In Cartesian Meditations (1931) E. Husserl writes: “The term
‘intentionality’ means nothing more than the general property of
consciousness to be consciousness of something.”11 Intentionality in the
phenomenologist’s interpretation is a value, a structure which is constructed
in its entirety at the moment of individual and collective perception. This
perception is characterised in phenomenology as something intersubjective,
superpersonal and mental. Intersubjective in its essence, the world of
mentalities, as described by E. Husserl, defines one of the actual problems
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of ethnomethodology - the relation between mental acts and the actions of
the people using language to express them. So, for example, in Husserl’s
Ideas, the act of cognition is constructed on the basis of the relationship
between “noemata” and “noeses.” The notion of noema plays a special role
in phenomenology. The noema is the object of intentionality; while the
noesis is a technique by which a subject directs itself to the intentional
object; accordingly, noeses are means of constructing facts of reality relating
to objects and their relationships.
The theoretical assumptions of ethnomethodology are found in E.
Husserl’s development of the category “life world” defined as a single
universum possessing its own internal laws and characteristics. The life
world, according to the philosopher’s opinion, is the set of fundamental
assumptions upon which public institutions and cultural traditions are
based. As such, this theoretical statement is of importance for the formation
of ethnomethodology formulated by him in the work Philosophy as a Strict
Science:
“... people who have changed their attitudes continue to keep their natural
interests … as the individual members of an universal life community (their
nation); they cannot simply lose them, i.e. cease to be themselves, those who
they are from the birth.”12

We find the development of E. Husserl’s ideas in the
phenomenological sociology of A. Schyuts. In his work Semantic Structure of
Everyday World: Essays on Phenomenological Sociology, in defining the concept of
life world the philosopher puts forward a statement which will become one
of the bases of isolation of ethnomethodological problematics. The
statement can be reduced to the following: the life world is formed around I
as a centre in compliance with its systems of relevancies, thus everyday
knowledge of the social world is inseparable from this contingency. The
world of everyday life in A. Shyuts’s philosophy interfaces with the culture
world,
“because from the very beginning the everyday life appears to us as the
semantic universum, the combination of meanings which we must interpret
to find support in this world, to reach an agreement with it. However, this
combination of meanings - and there is the difference of a kingdom of
culture from a kingdom of nature in it - arose and continues to form in
human acts: our own and other people’s, contemporaries and
predecessors.”13
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Such an approach in ethnomethodology can become a basis for the
hermeneutic method of analysis in the study of the problem of
understanding.
The connection between hermeneutic and ethnomethodological
conceptions has a philosophical-methodological aspect. Hermeneutics puts
understanding, as a phenomenon of human beings, in the centre of its
philosophical problematics. Already in M. Heidegger’s main work Being and
Time,14 the ideas of philosophical hermeneutics, as developed in
ethnomethodological studies, can be noted. Firstly, he points out the
connection between hermeneutics and language, asserting that to exist is to
be understood in language, where to be understood means to be
interpreted; secondly, he substantiates a hermeneutic circle as one of the
principles revealing specifics of the interrelation between understanding and
interpretation. In a further evolution of hermeneutic theory, H. G. Gadamer
in his work The Truth and a Method develops more detailed and complicated
methods of hermeneutic analysis in order to prove the connection between
hermeneutics and interpretation, the main concepts of which can be
incorporated into the ethnomethodological description of everyday norms,
rules of behaviour and meanings of language within everyday social
interaction.
The theoretical assumptions of ethnomethodology can be found in P.
Berger (b. 1929) and T. Luckmann’s (b. 1927) treatise, The Social Construction
of Reality.15 The scholars, both of whom were pupils and followers of A.
Schyuts, put forward the thesis that knowledge, pre-prepared in society,
represents social order. In assessing their contribution to the field, we may
note that they implemented a complex approach to the analysis of the
everyday life on the basis of phenomenological sociology and philosophical
anthropology, and developed in detail the categorial apparatus for studying
how man constructs his social reality and how this constructed reality
shapes man. The researchers identified the phenomenon of the every-day
world as being self-generated concepts at the theoretical level, thus
determining the assumptions from which ethnomethodology originates as a
new direction in social-humanitarian knowledge.
In H. Garfinkel’s Studies in Ethnomethodology, ethnomethodology is
given the status of an independent category in which the motives behind
social actions in ethnic communities are categorised, based upon the
analysis of existing rules and the processes of their formation and
interpretation.16 The aim of this new academic direction is to substantiate
Heidegger 1997.
Berger, Luckmann 1995.
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the process of communication as a process of the exchange of meanings. In
the long term, this has caused a tendency towards the universalisation of
methods for the anthropological study of ethnic cultures. The key concepts
behind ethnomethodological studies have become the “background
expectations” - the ideas of people within a particular social world, and
“indexation” - a way to determine a sense of human behaviour. Garfinkle
writes:
“I use the term ‘ethnomethodology’ to designate the study of the rational
properties of the indexical expressions and other practical actions as
possible continuous achievements of the organised artificial practice of the
everyday life.”17

The ethnomethodological approach assumes:
- conjugacy of interdependent social actions with the units of speechbased communication;
- correlation of sociological studies with the interpretation of actions
and speech of another person;
- extraction of the levels of understanding and conversation in
interpretation;
- identification of the structure of informal speech with the syntax of
everyday speech.18
H. Garfinkel determines the methods of sociological studies as the
fundamental ones in which
“practices of sociological studies and theorising, subjects for these practices,
discoveries received by means of these practices, circumstances of
application of these practices, suitability of these practices as methodology
of studies and all the rest are entirely methods of sociological studies and
theorising of members (and) are inevitable and irreparable.”19

Sociology, in such an understanding, acquires the status of
ethnoknowledge.
The boundary of the 20th and 21st centuries marks the formative
period of such directions in ethnomethodology as methodology of the
analysis of the everyday life (D. Zimmerman, M. Pollner),
ethnomethodological hermeneutics (A. Blum, P. McHugh), ethnolinguistics
(H. Sachs, G. Jefferson) and the ethnographic research of science (K.
Knorr-Cetina, B. Latour, S. Woolgar). These researchers emphasise the
importance of ethnomethodology as social-humanitarian knowledge in the
study of the structures of everyday reality and social interaction, and the use
of the concepts of understanding and interpretation in the context of
Garfinkel 2007, p. 20.
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specific social and cultural practices. There are a large number of generaltheoretical monographs in the field of ethnomethodology, including: G.
Psathas, Interaction Competence,20 P. Have and G. Psathas, Situated Order: Studies
in the Social Organisation of Talk and Embodied Activities,21 S. Hester and P.
Eglin, Culture in Action: Studies in Membership Categorisation Analysis,22 P.
Jalbert, Media Studies: Ethnomethodological Approaches23 and E. Livingstone,
Ethnographies of Reason.24
The International Institute for Ethnomethodology and Conversation
Analysis, founded in 1989, is an example of the disciplinary organisation of
ethnomethodology as a academic direction. The genesis of the organisation
dates back to 1975 when lectures were given by H. Garfinkel at Boston
University as part of the summer school programme. This was the first
international conference on ethnomethodology. M. Atkinson, R. Watson, C.
Goodwin and M. Fishman took part in the conference. The results of the
studies presented there were published in the collection Everyday Language:
Studies in Ethnomethodology.25 In 1987, an International consortium of scholars
and academic educational institutions was convened, with the intention of
furthering the acceptance of ethnomethodology through the development
of academic questions and new educational programmes. The establishment
of the journal Mundane Behaviour, Mind and Society represented unifying
beginning.
The theoretical assumptions of ethnomethodology in Russian
academia are based on the ideas of V. Voloshinov (1895-1936) regarding
language interaction, P. Medvedev (1891-1938) and M. Bakhtin (1895-1975).
These researchers, building on the phenomenological theories of Husserl
and Schyuts, further developed the socio-anthropological approach,
specifically bringing about a shift of accent from the cognition of objective
reality to the cognition of an individual’s subjectivity, his reactions to
everyday life. The philosophy of language in these scholars’ works is based
on the premise that language is real only in an actual dialogue, in which the
statements are loaded with meaning and are addressed to interlocutors.
In Russia, the term ethnomethodology was used for the first time by
the Russian academic L. G. Ionin in his work Understanding Sociology (1979).
A. P. Ogurtsov, in the work Ethnomethodology and Ethnographic Research of
Science26 (1988), describes the advantages of applying the methods of
Psathas 1990.
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qualitative description, which include observation, hermeneutic
interpretation of the senses and field interviews, as well as stressing the
importance of the science of ethnography for humanitarian knowledge.
Ethnocultural processes at the turn of the 20th-21st centuries caused a
revision in thinking around the phenomenon of ethnicity in culture, having
brought about theoretical developments in the field of ethnomethodology.
Ethnomethodology is described as a preliminary academic direction of
activity in the works of scholars of the Russian Academy of Sciences, the
Russian Research Studies Institute of Cultural and Natural Heritage, and the
Centre of Fundamental Sociology of NRU HSE.27 Ethnomethodology: Problems,
Approaches, Concepts is an annual thematic journal in which the results of
studies of Russian scholars in this field are presented. The distinct
characteristics of Russian understanding of ethnomethodology are caused
by the wide range of ethnic problematics, and the formation of new
interdisciplinary academic directions such as ethnopsychology, ethnic and
cultural
studies,
ethnolinguistics,
ethnopolitical-science
and
ethnopedagogics. Ethnomethodology acts as a theoretical basis,
transforming the tools of ethnographic research into a general methodology
of the humanities for the study of how everyday human interaction is
formed and realised.
The characteristics of ethnomethodology in the domestic studies of
this period occur in three interconnected aspects:
- Methodological aspect - methodology providing the object, subject,
purpose and characteristics of the main categories;
- Theoretical aspect - theories, conceptions, branches, schools of
sciences and directions;
- Historical aspect - the sequence and logic of the development of
ethnomethodology as an academic discipline (origin, formation,
institutionalisation, current state and prospects of development).
L. G. Ionin’s work Sotsiologiya kak non-fiction outlines the essential
characteristics of ethnomethodology:
- Ethnomethods are the methods applied by ordinary people to have
“things” be described, conceivable and reasonable and these methods
themselves represent the descriptions by means of which “things” are
constituted.
- The definition of non-fiction coincides with the
ethnomethodologists’ definition of the subject of their studies: the practical
actions of people in everyday life are accounts or representations of things,
represented by the authors of accounts as facts.
NRU HSE - the National Research University’s Higher School of Economics, Moscow,
Russia.
27
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- Ethnomethodology probably meets the spirit of times better than
traditional “formal-analytical” sociology.28
Any methodology for the modern analysis of art must take into
consideration the peculiarities of the development of art culture under the
conditions of the sharp actualisation of ethnic problematics. The problem
of the interrelation of ethnos and art has always existed in a variety of fields.
However, this “everlasting” problem acquires particular importance in times
when artists in search of imagery are increasingly turning to archetypes and
symbols of ethnoculture. In art studies this subject remains debatable and
difficult. The logic of the development of ethnomethodology allows us to
make use of its basic statements in the study of the national (local)
characteristics of artistic phenomena and processes, which differ by their
subjects and, accordingly, by their specificity of study.29 Ethnomethodology
allows the researcher to record the mental intentions behind the content of
art. As a result of their projection, the cultural code acts as a phenomenon
influencing the semantics of composition. In this context, the central notion
of the phenomenological life world as a basis of ethnos acts as a factor in
the ethnoculturally characteristic motifs, themes and narratives of fine art. 30
In order to realise the possibilities of ethnomethodology in art
studies, it is expedient to enter consider the ethnocultural tradition as an
initial category which relates to the concrete phenomena of the history of
art. Works of professional artistic creativity reflect the features of ethnic
communities and, under the certain conditions, may be transform into
components of ethnos, becoming a recognisable feature of its members,
penetrating into their everyday life.31 The ethnomethodological approach
allows the researcher to reveal the expression of collective unconscious and
archetypes, which can be turned into a tool for the analysis and
interpretation of works of art.
The problem of ethnocultural peculiarity of art in ethnic art studies is
connected with the category of style in art. The identification of the style of
works of art involves the extraction of ethnic features and the arrival at
definite boundaries of one or another ethnos. It is precisely style that can be
considered as an instrument to understand ethnic artistic phenomena. Thus,
ethnomethodology creates a firm basis for ethnic art studies, orienting the
researcher towards consideration of the role of ethnic factors in the art. The
object of study is the art of ethnos, the subject is the ethnic peculiarities of
the art.
Ionin 2006, p. 74-90.
Nekhvyadovich 2013, p. 830-833.
30 Ibid., p. 406-409.
31 Stepanskaya 2014.
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Summary
Two stages can be identified in the formation of ethnomethodology. The
first stage is characterised as a preliminary one, and deals specifically with
the formation of theoretical assumptions in phenomenology and
hermeneutics, the creation of a specific methodological framework, and the
absorption of the methods of ethnography, social and cultural
anthropology. The second stage begins in the second half of the 20th
century and is associated with H. Garfinkel’s Studies in Ethnomethodology.32
Exploring the notion of a “methodology of ethnic art studies,” we
define it as a part of ethnomethodology dealing with the principles,
structures, levels and ways of study of ethnocultural peculiarities in art. The
analysis of ethnomethodological concepts highlights the expediency of
using hermeneutics and phenomenology as the theoretical-methodological
basis of ethnic art studies. As a system of academic knowledge, ethnic art
studies fulfils the gnoseological, synthetic, explanatory and methodological
functions of art.
The artistic culture of ethnos and in particular its kernel - works of art
- most fully reflect the mental distinctiveness of ethnos among all other
spheres of ethnic culture. It is impossible to identify directly the influence of
ethnic tradition on art. It is far more likely that this connection can be
considered indirect; however, over time the forms of interaction become
complicated, the graphic-expressive means become subject to an increasing
degree of transformation, influencing the individuality of artistic method
and style.33
A rational basis in ethnic art studies is essential to modern artistic
practice. This field, firstly, specifies the problem of ethnic art studies as a
method of interpretation of works of fine art and, secondly, orients itself
towards the revelation of the concrete historical content of ethnocultural
tradition and its role in forming of works of fine art. In this context it is
necessary to study the essence of phenomena arising from an ethnocultural
tradition, and how that tradition is represented in various historical eras,
ethnocultural and art systems.
An illustration of these statements can be found in the fine art of
Altai. The uniqueness of the artistic heritage and cultural space of the region
is largely due to its polyethnicity: there are representatives of more than one
hundred nationalities living in the Altai Territory and the Republic of Altai.
Local painters and sculptors, as well as artists who arrived after completing
their studies in Moscow, Saint Petersburg, Kazan, Irkutsk, Alma-Ata, Riga,
32
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took part in the formation of the region’s professional fine art. For this
reason, the problems of historical roots, ethnocultural originality and crosscultural dialogue are all present when considering the contemporary art of
the territory.
The analysis of ethnocultural traditions in the works of artists in Altai
allows us to specify the degree of influence of those traditions on the
formation of the image-bearing systems of the art, as well as on its creative
methods and style. Thus, the first reference to ethnographic sources is the
practice of painting scenes of the reclaimed Siberian territories. The
interaction of the ethnocultural traditions of Altai with the principles of the
Russian Realist school became a defining tendency in the course of the
formation of professional fine art in the region. Among the sources that
define the ethnocultural specificity are: 1. a worldview based upon
principles connected to pride at belonging to the sub-ethnos, clan (seok) or
local motherland, and the worship of nature and its symbolisation; 2. the
combination of the traditions of Russian Realist tonal painting with a
mythopoetic model of the world of the Altai ethnoculture in the structure
of the artistic image.
The transformation of cultural contexts has led to specific
expressions of ethnicity in art: firstly, the unintended manifestation, based
on the mental grounding in ethnocultural traditions; secondly, the deliberate
realisation of ethnic origins as a programmatic thread in the work of art. If
the artists of the second half of the 20th century, inspired by ethnocultural
heritage, strove for realistic accuracy, artists at the turn of the 21st century
have formed a new artistic space for the picture: the sign-symbolical.
The Possibilities of Ethnomethodology
in Modern Art Studies
(Abstract)
Globalisation and, acting in a counterbalance to this, the processes of localisation have
brought forth the necessity of studying ethnic mentality, including its manifestation in the
formal-content and image-bearing structure of works of fine art. This problem arises
because the human sciences still lack the theoretical substantiation of the role of ethnicity
in art. The study of the possibilities of ethnomethodology is necessary for the all-round
development of art studies, for the study of historical compositions of schools of art and to
understand the modern tendencies of artistic processes.
Based on the analysis of theoretical principles, the object of this study is to highlight
the possibilities inherent in the application of ethnomethodology to ethnic art studies. E.
Husserl’s theory of intentionality, H. G. Gadamer’s hermeneutic principles of
understanding and interpretation and H. Garfinkel’s theories form the basis for achieving
this objective.
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The possibilities of ethnomethodology in modern art criticism are revealed in the
following research structure: the historical-ethnographical characteristics of the region; the
revelation of origins and factors influencing ethnocultural distinctiveness in artistic
traditions; the description of tendencies in the fine arts in the context of a problem of
ethnocultural distinctiveness; the analysis of ethnic art influences in the formal-content and
image-bearing structure of works of art.
The significance of the results of this study lies in the possibility of their use as a
theoretical-methodological and source studies basis of research devoted to the problem
of ethnicity in art, and to in-depth study of art culture. Further research might focus
upon the development of ethnic art studies as a theoretical-methodological basis for the
study of arts and crafts and architecture, through the revelation of the correlation
between distinctive ethnocultural characteristics and artistic traditions in the history of
art.
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